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ABSTRACT

New technologies always produce new toys, and the toys become commodities that gain
profit. The most pervasive and profitable technological toys of the contemporary world,
videogames and virtual worlds, have become social and cultural spaces for hundreds of
millions of humans, while immediate urban space– an offline space-- is losing its value as
a dominant center and source of meaning, identity and ideology. As the virtual is an
inevitable product, transmitter, and constructor of contemporary culture, how it is
designed becomes a critical question.
Rule-of-thumb neoliberal logic grounds almost every online virtual graphic environment:
the logic of exquisite self-craft and appropriation of space: a promise of total control over
self and over what is one’s own. It is manifested through uniquely designed avatar skins
and clothes; virtual pets and gardening tools; real estate speculation, urban development
and terraforming patterns. Yet there is a mismatch between the logic and the purpose of
these virtual environments, which is a collective, and the presence among others,
unencumbered with immediate contexts and limitations.
This thesis theorizes on self-craft and space-craft protocols and their manifestations
found in the virtual world Second Life, where every single artifact of the space is
produced by its residents. A child of the Silicon Valley techno-utopianism, Second Life is
an expressive space with no collective history, decay or memory: Manhattan towers,
medieval castles and gingerbread houses generate a landscape of expressive hysteria. It is
also a call to reimagine the rhetoric of the virtual social space and an experiment that
seeks to identify alternative set of social and algorithmic protocols that enable different
possibilities of self- and space-craft. Utilizing the affordances of the malleable virtual
context, the experiment seeks to discover alternative narratives for the social space.
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ON VIRTUAL SOCIAL
It is in many ways through the spaces which we share with others we perceive
and communicate with the world. Through the complex system of protocols and
relationships encompassing property ownership system, rules and regulations,
productive forces, social connections and ties we create, share the space and curate
who we share it with. Social space operates as a framework and an actor in the
exchange of meaning and production of politics and aesthetics. (Lefebvre et al 2009)
Social space is a social product of a relational rather than abstract and quantifiable
dimension. It overcomes the binary between private and public space, ownership
system, spatial enclosure and openness, concreteness and virtuality. Architectural
and urban space– an offline space-- is losing its purpose as a dominant scene and
source of meaning, identity and ideology to the pervasive mediated online spaces.
(Gardner, 2009) As real time dominates over geography (Virilio, 1993), experience
of graphic user interface renders obsolete the connotations and meaning of social
experience of the space. As online mediated spaces have rapidly and dramatically
shifted how we communicate with each other and how we share information, they
ultimately grew into one of the fundamental, if not the most relevant social spaces
of contemporary society.
In 1960s Architecture visionaries of last century, such as Archizoom, Archigram,
Yona Friedman and Constant envisaged the architectures of social orders and
spaces that enable and sustain radical individual freedoms and spatial, political
and technological frameworks that can accommodate them. Regardless of often
opposite political perspectives, their projects had peculiarly similar fundamental
components. Utilizing structures: whether it is an infinite grid of No-Stop City
(Branzi, 2006), infrastructure and machinery of Plug-In city (Sadler, 2005),
lightweight frameworks of the Spatial City (Orazi elal 2015) and elevated platforms
of New Babylon (Wigley, 1999), these thinkers urged for protocols that facilitate
individual freedom, expression and spatial design through playful social interaction.
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All of these visions encompass the desire of the radical bottom-up decision making over the inhabited environment. In these projects the individual expression
is the fundamental tool of the production of space, whereas leisure, consumption
and play are fundamental drivers of the culture. Conceived during the times of
radical urban renewal and the reign of modernism, expressed in both elitist and
mass-produced architecture and urban space, these projects questioned normative
character of the spatial and social orders of modernity, striving for urban space as
a malleable and democratic medium of social interaction and expression.
None of these projects reflects the build environment as we know it now. Within
the complexity of spatial protocols imposed by the politics, culture, and economy,
the possibilities of an individual to design and build the environment are as limited
today, as they were in 1960s. While postmodern architecture may have become
more frivolous in comparison with sober and neat modernism, the social and spatial protocols have not undergone a dramatic shift so much desired by 60s radical
thinkers. Yet the key components, they have emphasized and strived to be embodied in finitude of the medium of the city can be found in the landscape of online
mediated spaces of social media, videogames and virtual worlds.
The online landscape is characterized as an arrangement of scaffolds and structures: an allegedly neutral framework waiting to be filled with free individual or
collective expression. Yet this arrangement provides an unprecedented channel
of expression and collective cultural production within the fuzzy boundaries between mediated and immediate spaces of human habitation. Lived space of online
graphic environments resides on the individual production and distribution[sharing] of digital content. (Terranova 2000) You choose from the options and answer
questions in order to create an account in one of the social mediated spaces at your
disposal. Yet the freedom to express is effectively utilized by those who manage the
structure: internet providers, social media companies, game developers and others. Inevitably you become a digital laborer, among hundreds of millions of others,
involved in a collective design of the social space. The tension around digital labor
is very multifaceted and begs us to question entrenched binaries of property and
digital information ownership, concepts of private and public space, leisure and
labor.
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This is crucial to speak of the online landscape and its’ parts in terms of design, in
political and social terms. As they are the quintessential social spaces, that work
as tremendous outlets for creative expression, economic and cultural transactions,
their design reflects the contemporary society but also shapes it. (Saco, 2002) How
online mediated spaces are designed affects the construction of political discourse,
culture, aesthetics: design of the structure matters. It is the interplay between the
hardware architectures, aspects of personal computer or the geopolitical game
of placing fiber-optic cables underground, and the software, human-computer
interaction, the interface design. Finally, how the users interact with each other using
certain online mediated spaces and what are the meanings and the implications of
these interactions. Online mediated spaces are comprised by the underlying digital
protocols overlaid with social behaviors and rules, aesthetics and experience of the
user interface, the interaction with others through the interface, its affordances
and limitations: the subtle and everchanging interplay of algorithms, data, content
and humans. They are the environments we inhabit, and their rhetoric inhabits us.
What Jane Jacobs famously called contact: an unexpected social interaction on
a vibrant urban street, between strangers, of different race, background, gender
etc., now happens on the internet. (Jacobs, 1961) The experience of online contact
depends on how the media space is designed, whether it requires synchronous
or asynchronous communication, what is the possible level of self-representation,
how others utilize it. (Shaviro 2012) The experience of contact, encounter of
other is expanding its vocabulary and meaning through the ever-growing variety
provided by the nuances of design of online graphic environments. As proportions,
scale, arrangement of the programs, materials and colors and other design
elements of urban space have a power to stimulate or limit certain (inter)actions,
so the interfaces of online mediated spaces have their own tools and protocols to
manipulate the user behavior. (Johnson, 1997)
Millions of people from all over the planet use the same platforms, identical
interfaces, algorithms and protocols. Are not these the shared spaces among all
of us, places to meet, build connections, explore and learn? You can connect and
network with almost anyone, almost anytime, almost anywhere, using the same
digital platform. (Shaviro 2012) As much as you can be involved into an interchange
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with others, the experience can be unidirectional: passive consumption of content
uploaded by others, or the practice of self-craft and exposure, sharing and revealing,
exhibitionism and voyeurism. (Shaviro 2012)
Asynchronized matter of immediate proximity is compensated with a synchronized
and persistent graphic setting of social interaction. Online graphic landscapes, from
social media to ever-expanding variety of videogames and virtual worlds facilitate
the condition, if not of global village, then of globally connected through switches,
filters and protocols walled gardens. You re-create yourself on each and single
online digital platform through making your personal profile, avatar selection and
design, content creation and re-posting, friendlists, followers or guilds, quests
performed and personal spaces designed and many other ways to contribute to the
cultural production of the online social space.
Welcome to your world. The majority of online mediated spaces have been designed
for the individual experience, expression and communication. Typical User
experience (UX) design for the most of online graphic environments is concerned
with a solitary user, interacting with the interface, and never conceives of social
media as a collective experience. The misleading sense of anonymity and isolation
when interacting with social media, indulgence of observing others without
exposing oneself renders the whole social practice as private and individual. There
is no shared action, shared or transitory space where more than one user or an
organization can simultaneously contribute to the personalization and design of
the social media space. Most of the contemporary social media provide a user
interface as an extremely rigid framework to fill in with discrete digital information:
images, video, audio, text. For example, Facebook consists of a mere aggregation
of individual user or organization pages. There are no manifestations of social
structures more complex than an individual entity: one-page template is used
for all. Same goes for other social media platforms, such as Instagram, Twitter
and Snapchat. There is no continuity of the experience of the social space, only a
hyperlinked aggregation of discrete pages.
Yet such online mediated spaces as virtual graphic environments stand out in this
paradigm. Being graphic simulations and representations of three-dimensional
space, they facilitate a different type of social interaction. It is online videogames
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with new genres and structures emerging every day, text-based multiuser
domains and virtual worlds. They are one of the instantiations of the internetand computer-aided communication media, yet they bear fundamental difference
from the other online mediated spaces. Unlike two-dimensional social media,
these spaces generate presence in space and among others. (Taylor,2002) Virtual
graphic environment, as a simulation of three-dimensional physical space in many
ways operates with the same rules and logics found in physical space: perspective
and spatial distribution of sound; familiar cultural references and archetypes such
as rooms, buildings, plazas, landscapes; an avatar: a body through which a human
behind the screen can interact with the environment. Yet the most fundamental
aspect of these spaces is that they produce a particular three-dimensional persistent
setting for social interaction to happen. (Damer, 2008)from the other online
mediated spaces. Unlike two-dimensional social media, these spaces generate
presence in space and among others. (Taylor,2002) Virtual graphic environment,
as a simulation of three-dimensional physical space in many ways operates
with the same rules and logics found in physical space: perspective and spatial
distribution of sound; familiar cultural references and archetypes such as rooms,
buildings, plazas, landscapes; an avatar: a body through which a human behind
the screen can interact with the environment. Yet the most fundamental aspect of
these spaces is that they produce a particular three-dimensional persistent setting
for social interaction to happen. (Damer, 2008)
In a virtual graphic environment, your avatar is visible to others, and anything
you are doing can be observed by the other. Virtual graphic environments are the
spaces where the other becomes a witness of your action, therefore making it real
(Taylor, 2002). They are the only internet-born spaces which are designed with
more than a single interacting user in mind, as a shared space of a simultaneous
activity. Virtual graphic environments become actualized and real as much as
immediate physical world, as the places to be in, inhabit, experience and share with
others, unlike web-pages to passively and anonymously scroll through. This active
virtual space facilitates the interaction between people and things, symbols and
software protocols, that enable the operations and procedures of the constructed
world. Aided with the affordances of online media and effectively producing a
sense of presence, similar to the presence in immediate space among others, they
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manifest the hybrid space that operates in the interstice between the mediated and
the immediate social space.
These peculiar hybrids between simulation of real-world physics, threedimensional perspectives and diegetic interfaces as means to interact with the
graphic environment and your avatar: yourself within the alternative world: attract
unprecedented number of people around the globe. There are approximately 2.2
billion gamers and virtual world users in the world: people who use online graphic
virtual environments on a regular basis. (Newzoo, 2017) At least a half of them is to
different extents involved in the online multiplayer videogames and virtual worlds.
Operating on the interstice between work and play, they are rapidly growing job
markets and spaces of and for digital production. (Castronova 2005) Their scale
renders them important for external world political play to run presidential
campaigns or use as propaganda tools. (Castronova 2005) Their malleability
can produce a fruitful educational environment. (Colin et al 2012) They are the
worlds, which produce their own rhetoric, language, etiquette and communities
that traverse beyond them to the other corners of the internet. As they become one
of the most pervasive technological toys, they are also critical social and cultural
spaces of contemporary world. (Li et al 2010) (Steinkuehler et al, 2006) ( DyerWitheford et al 2009)
renders them important for external world political play to run presidential
campaigns or use as propaganda tools. (Castronova 2005) Their malleability
can produce a fruitful educational environment. (Colin et al 2012) They are the
worlds, which produce their own rhetoric, language, etiquette and communities
that traverse beyond them to the other corners of the internet. As they become one
of the most pervasive technological toys, they are also critical social and cultural
spaces of contemporary world. (Li et al 2010) (Steinkuehler et al, 2006) ( DyerWitheford et al 2009)
Overlooked as harmless, playful, ‘not-real’, liminal, these rendered synthetic worlds
reached unprecedented scale and influence. Owned by private entertainment
companies, yet operating as social and cultural outlets, contemporary online
virtual graphic environments are both market products and social spaces at the
same time. As they are the most pervasive social spaces and inevitable products,
transmitters, and constructors of contemporary culture, how, for whom, and for
what are these spaces designed is a critical question. What are the structures they
provide for the users? What is the extent of freedom they allow for?
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Population of selected countries and cities and registered users of
selected digital games and virtual worlds.
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ON AUTHENTIC
VIRTUAL
New technologies always produce new toys (Flanagan,2013), and the toys become
commodities that gain profit. The most pervasive and profitable technological toys
of contemporary world, videogames and virtual worlds, step further and become
social and cultural spaces for hundreds of millions of humans.
Proliferation and impact of digital content and environments constructed by it
challenges some of the least productive and irrelevant yet ubiquitous binaries
accepted with the majority, such as virtual versus real: as if whatever is real has to
be only physical, tangible and immediately read by our body’s sensory devices, and
whatever is virtual is always a liminal copy, has no legitimacy in itself and produces
no consequences.
It seems to be more productive to identify immediate and mediated spaces, instead
of binaries implying any hierarchy or subjugation, even if these two are unequal.
The space of the digital image, the rendered space becomes as effective as the
immediate space, to the extent that it is hard to differentiate: as everything we see
is an object to editing, postproduction and manipulation. (Steyerl, 2013) Social
action takes takes place everywhere: on screens and on streets, sometimes streets
are on screens. Now they increasingly exist only on screens and have no equivalent
in immediate space.
Twitch streams, screenshots and maps of virtual worlds and videogames seem
to be more authentic than the mediated by the same interfaces and inevitably
manipulated digital representations of reality, moving and still images and satellite
maps of the Earth that translate immediacy or space, presence and experience
into a digital mediated content. The spaces, crafted by digital means for digital
consumption have more credibility than the images of material and immediate
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Planet Calypso, priced for 6 million USD in 2006.
“Planet Calypso Introduction Video”,Youtube,1:20,Entropia Universe Official
Channel, September 24, 2013. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5jSHG1h9inA
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spaces, mediated, copied, and manipulated to be displayed on the same screens.
Virtual spaces therefore overcome this slippery binary, since they are digital by
their origin: the spaces both mediated and experienced at the same time, and
crafted through pixel manipulation.
In the context of virtual environments as it pertains to videogames and virtual
worlds, the whole question “what is real?” does not matter. As the ‘realness’ question
loses any credibility and clarity, the virtual and what it takes to make it seems to
be thickening in each sense imaginable. Whether it is a resource extraction-heavy
tech industry and networked backbones of the internet or the amount of digital
content produced daily, the production of virtual spaces and virtual communication
experiences seems to outpace any other production in the scale and significance.
As the tech and entertainment companies scale up, so the tools of contemporary
digital craftsmanship become widely accessible for an unprecedented number of
individuals, and everyone on the internet can be a content-creator, an artist or
a designer of their own or collective universes and items to be experienced and
utilized. (Steyerl 2013) (Terranova, 2006)
Virtual commodities market goes beyond a mere combining leisure and labor: it is
also an incredibly profitable and rapidly developing market sector. By 2017, trading
virtual items in videogames became a $50 billion industry. (i.o. WAX, 2017) While
the game publisher companies operate on free-to-play model, called by some
gamers ’pay-to-win’ if players can purchase an advantage in the game, the secondary
market of the trade between players themselves has grown to unprecedented scale
as well. Players trade game accounts, levels, useful in-game assets and customized
characters and even virtual environments. The most expensive ever virtual
commodity: a planet Calypso from Entropia Universe videogame: was priced for
$6 million. (SEE Virtual Worlds) Most ubiquitous virtual assets sold on the market
are levels, gear or useful for in-game purposes artifacts, that can help to succeed
in-game and upgrade the player’s abilities.
Many games offer a limited number of three-dimensional characters to choose
from, with relatively limited possibilities to customize them. In search of a uniquely
expressive avatars many gamers purchase different ‘skins’ produced with other
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Playing for wage in China
Jin, Ge. gold farmers part1.YouTube video,6:10. September 20,2010. https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3cmCKjPLR8
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skillful in 3D-modeling software players. While they have no special features that
can advance the in-game performance, they attract the attention and respect from
the others: they serve as a de-facto tool to leverage the social status within the
community. (Wax io, 2017)
Another type of virtual commodity is virtual real estate. In Decentraland, recently
launched blockchain-powered virtual world, the most valuable asset is virtual land.
The users speculate virtual real estate market of Decentraland, where the most
expensive parcel of land of the 100 square meters was sold for $175 thousands.
(Most Valuable Lands, 2017) Meanwhile, as for May 2019, Decentraland is an
emerging world, that does not have an immersive experience yet: the bubble of
real-world money is speculated purely over two-dimensional map of the future
virtual city, with the resolution covering the most basic urban elements such as
plazas, roads, districts and private parcels. You can trade and own the land, but you
cannot visit it yet. Judging on the proximity to basic urban elements on the map of
the future city, such as roads and plazas and the price of the neighboring parcels,
the virtual real estate traders identify the price and speculate with the assets that
exist only on the map and in cryptocurrency wallets of the traders: each parcel is
connected to a non-fungible token.
Play for wage. Online virtual graphic environments become a workplace
for many individuals worldwide. Back in 2006 New York Times reported on a
sweatshop in Fuzhou, China, where the workers, also referred to as Gold Farmers,
would play online videogames with 12-hour shifts. (Barboza, 2005) Gold farming is
a grey area in the entertainment economy: a practice of playing online multiplayer
videogames in order to collect in-game valuable assets for sale and profit. The
players perform routine and repetitive actions within virtual graphic environments
in order to collect the assets, which they further sell for the in-world currency,
exchangeable for the real-world currency. Blurring a binary of play and work,
production and consumption, gold farming makes these activities completely
undistinguishable from each other. (Yee, 2006)
In China, gold farming is a widespread practice: people are hired to play such titles
as World of Warcraft and Lineage. Gold farmers produce, craft and collect virtual
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Marshmello’s concert in Fortnite on February 2nd, 2019 gathered 10.7
millions of visitors.
“Marshmello
Holds
First
Ever
Fortnite
Concert
Live
at
Pleasant
Park”,Youtube,1:20,Marshmello, February 2, 2019. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=NBsCzN-jfvA
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commodities for sale. In China it is an organized industry, which throughout
last years has developed efficient mechanisms to publicize and announce tasks,
recruite new players and mediate between the clients and ‘farmers’. Players work
in so-called Gold Farming studios: de-territorialized entities that can be set up
anywhere with electricity and internet connection. This job is negligent of place,
it can be done in any spatial condition and typology, the only material resistance
is may have is the performance of hardware used for playing. In some cases, Gold
Farming studios can look like any other typical office spaces. In other cases, they
are placed in a rented apartment, where the farmers would both live and work. (Tai
and Fengbin, 2018)
In order to maximally optimize the operations, the studios provide the workers
with food and find them apartments close to the workspace. While the conventional
media and academic narrative tells us that gold farming is arduous and repetitive
job, (Tai and Fengbin, 2018) the existing primary research and interviews with
actual workers suggest that they are rather satisfied with their position: making
money while playing.
Place to be. On Saturday, February 2, 2019 an EDM DJ Marshmello performed
twice with the 12 hours interval in the place called Pleasant Park, inside Fortnite:
an online massive-player videogame. Marshmello’s fans and audience do not
know his legal name or his facial features: he wears a white bucket with painted
black smile and crosses for eyes on his head. There is some indirect evidence and
rumors about his legal name, but the musician himself never took off his helmet
in public or officially confirmed his legal identity. (Ingham, 2019) Marshmello is a
made-up character, an image, and a recognizable brand with no personal features
attached and therefore perfectly suitable to seamlessly become an avatar within a
virtual graphic environment. Marshmello is not a celebrity whose personal life is
scrutinized in yellow press, but a pure representation, a make-believe character,
either in mediated or immediate environments alike. Thus, when located in the
context of three-dimensional simulated space, attended by avatars of the others,
his performance does not become any less authentic, but rather finds its contextual
completeness as a part of an online synthetic universe.
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Another way of playing for wages:player companion. . Usually a female,
helping for an hourly rate to usually a male player in one of the
games.
“刀锋电竞游戏陪玩平台-游戏陪玩美女小姐姐都在这了-相约开黑【官方网站】.” Accessed May 20,
2019. https://www.daofengdj.com/.
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The performance took only 10 minutes and the peak user count during the concert
was around 10.7 million of individual users (Rubin, 2019). For comparison, the
biggest ever live concert in the world was performed by Jean-Michel Jarre in 1985
in Moscow State University and attended by 3.5 million of people, a little less than
one third of the number attended Marshmello’s recent performance. (Ingham,
2019)
According to the statistics released on March 18th, 2019 there are 250 million
of registered users in Fortnite. (Gilbert, 2019) This number alone can suggest
that Fortnite, is not a mere online multiplayer game, but a powerful medium
and an environment to translate ideas, promote products, and convey meaning.
Virtual environment of Fortnite and what it means for its users clearly surpasses
a conventional understanding of videogame genre as a mere entertainment
interactive media with a three-dimensional graphic decoration as a backdrop
for an exciting adventure. Pleasant park, where the show took place, a suburban
neighborhood on the Fortnite map, transcends this shallow meaning and becomes
a destination, a social space where people go to spend time together, be a part of an
event and a part of a larger community. (Hassan, 2019)
Yet Fortnite is the only one and very recent example of the massive landscape of
online virtual graphic environments, and a music performance is only a fraction
of what is happening and possible to happen within these spaces. Enabled by the
global network of interconnected computers, spaces of videogames and virtual
worlds are defined by the communication protocols that interplay with existing
cultural beliefs, pop-cultures, legal bodies, individual desires and economic values.
As they produce social and participatory space with an unprecedented freedom
of the users to construct their identity and space, they also are privately owned
consumer products, and graphic simulations of space, produced by the digital logic
of code.
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Classification of virtual graphic environments based on the level of
user intervention.
Author’s image

ON USER
INTERVENTION
The incalculable diversity of graphic virtual environments can be measured
against the possibility of the users’ intervention into primary aspects of a given
environment: a narrative and space. How much the users can participate in,
modify and change them determines the type of the environment and unveils
certain design paradigms.
Videogames, as many game researchers claim, became one of the most prominent
expressive media of contemporary society. (Sicart, 2014; Salen and Zimmerman,
2010; Wark, 2007). Some videogames, even though enabled with the most up-todate technologies, are probably the most conservative types of interactive media: in
a totalizing environment of the videogame a player is mechanized in order to fulfill
a specific objective. In these games, the game chooses for player and navigates her
through both space and the narrative. A typical linear narrative videogame requires
the player to make very specific choices that trigger pre-determined narrative to
unfold, and pre-designed spaces to be revealed. In this type of environment, the
players interaction with the space is limited by the structure of the game narrative,
and any actions that do not correspond to the narrative are not possible. The game
developer company is a sole decision-maker when it pertains to the design of the
space, while in virtual worlds almost every symbol, object and spatial experience is
produced by the inhabitants themselves.
On the other end of this ‘spectrum’ of intervention possibility are “non-games”:
virtual worlds: the environments where every single symbol and thing is designed
by their users. In a virtual world a user can go anywhere if the owner of the place
allows them to do so, while in videogames the movement is predetermined by the
developer company.
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The fundamental difference between a videogame and a virtual world is that in a
virtual world setting there is no pre-determined narrative: no curated epic story, no
‘hero’s journey’, no gameplay, no mission, no end-goal or game-like competition.
Contrarily, in a virtual world, almost anything is possible, when it is within the limits
of the computational and processing power of your computer, the entertainment
company’s servers’ capacity or Terms of Service you agree with when you register
on the platform. There is also no pre-determined space: the given entertainment
company provides a playground, a sandbox, an empty framework for the future
users to fill with the artifacts, symbols and meaning.
Game theorist Miguel Sicart admits the fundamental difference between the
practices of gaming and playing, and suggests the concepts of game-space and a
play-space. For Sicart, a gamespace is a rigid space, confined by mechanic rules,
which must be followed, while a playspace invites the creativity and disruptive
potential of play by providing the setting for open-ended scenarios. Gamespace
is a place designed for a game, where the size, the props and locations are made
in order to facilitate particular games. Football fields, tennis courts, majority of
the videogames are the instances of gamespaces. On the other hand, anything can
be a playspace: consider the way how skateboard subculture affiliates perceive
urban space. Adventure playgrounds and virtual worlds serve as an example of
purposefully designed playspaces. (Sicart, 2014)
Virtual worlds are playspaces. They bring together the practice of play, possibility
for creative exploration and experimentation, allow and invite carnivalesque and
disruptive activity and flexible identities, while allowing for appropriation and
change. They facilitate identity-reversal or, according to Sicart, carnivalesque
aspect of play. In virtual worlds the inhabitants construct and shape their identities
by using avatars: the three-dimensional human-like or anything-like figures, that
represent them in the world. Yet it is not so much about anonymity – but rather
about flexibility and experimentation on your selves, and a role-playing practice
and testing the boundaries of personal identity. Thus, virtual worlds rather remind
us the ancient carnivals and theater than a linear videogame, where you have to
play for a certain character with a defined story-line.
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The playspace of virtual worlds is also the environment, which is being constructed
by these carnivalesque and playful subjects, and their playful labor. The residents
of virtual worlds design their own games, with their own rules and narratives. This
makes virtual worlds to stand in one line with adventure playgrounds and other
artistic collaborative practices, pervasive urban games and immersive theaters.
Yet the shared social aspect of virtual worlds stabilizes the seemingly anarchic
disruptive potential of play and brings the established in the physical world
conventional systems of etiquette and modes of social behavior. Thus, virtual world
is a space for the negotiation between the order and chaos, the creative imaginary
and established convention, and a mode of playful being in the world rather than
mode of using a social media platform. (Croon, Fors, Jakobsson, 2002)
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Videogames and virtual worlds operate as media and mediated social
spaces that are activated through the practice of play.
Author’s image
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ON RHETORIC
OF THE VIRTUAL
The ways online virtual graphic environments are designed manifest deep links
with certain worldviews, perspectives on how space and individuals, inhabiting
this space should operate and communicate. (Taylor 2002) As they are intentional
places, every system, symbol or artifact found there, is placed with a purpose.
Visual language and aesthetics of virtual graphic environments speak of the deep
cultural conventions and politics, the affordances of technology and the mass
market preference; while procedural affordances: the law and the politics of code:
produce a new way of knowing the world among the human actors.
These spaces consist of systems of the artifacts and objects, that are represented
to produce certain experiences, and settings for certain activities and interactions.
While spaces in virtual graphic environments are simultaneously metaphors, they
are also shared and actionable, interactive spaces. (Nitsche, 2008) These spaces are
not shelters from undesirable weather conditions, but representations, expressions
and manifestations; not physically embodied and tangible, but experienced and
producing a sense of embodiment. They make you feel excitement of joy or fear,
happiness or distress, and have strong sensorial effects, even if that is impossible
to touch a representation with your fingers, you still sense it, even if with different
registers. (Croon, Fors, Jakobsson, 2002)
Rule-of-thumb neoliberal logic grounds almost every online virtual graphic
environment: the logic of exquisite self-craft and appropriation of space: a promise
of total control over self and over what is one’s own. Uniquely designed avatar
skin and accessories; virtual pets or garden decorations; the rhetoric of realtime strategy games, coined as “4x”: explore, expand, exploit and exterminate
(Mukherjee, 2017); real estate speculation and urban development patterns found
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in virtual worlds: each are the consequences of these two fundamental protocols.
Paolo Pedercini suggests that videogames is the form of aesthetic form of
rationalization. The uncountable variety of digital games has one feature that
supersedes the genre differences: it is the compulsion for efficiency and control.
The player fully controls the avatar, masters the digital body movement, solves
the riddle, places boxes neatly to each other, kills all enemies, wins the game. The
games can be perceived as mechanic programmed exercises, covered by the exciting
narrative and appealing graphic. Neatly structured code provides quantified,
rational and efficient ways to perform within the virtual environment: you cannot
change the rules of the game, and go beyond the law of code. Everything what
happens in the game is assumed to be computable and quantifiable. The players
performance is a subject to the quantified assessment. Anything that is not a
subject to quantification is removed from the sight, attempted to be quantified in a
simplistic cause-effect form. In the Sims series the emotional state, skills, and social
relationship of your character are easily adjusted if you perform certain actions: the
quantifiable reductionist cause-effect relationship are in play. (Pedercini, 2014)
Virtual graphic environments also represent a perfect data collection feedback
loop: everything is tracked, all activities of players within the game, and often more
than that. Currently location and biometric data, including facial, voice, heart rate,
weight and eye-tracking are routinely collected by the game developer companies
while playing. (Moon et al 2017) As the game developers arrange and evaluate
the data they receive, they improve the game based on this data. This perpetual
stream of information constantly reinforces this dynamic. This process, so strived
for with some and debated with others is emerging in other social spaces: in urban
spaces. The cities as well are imagined to be hyper efficient machines, envisaged
after perfectly quantifiable computer models.
Media theorist McKenzie Wark argues that games now are indistinguishable from
the rest of the world: every aspect of human existence and life is getting gamified.
The term gamification, as one of the contemporary buzzwords, tends to be applied
to any consumer product and service, and even more, to every aspect of everyday
life. Products and services want to be fun, cute, easy to use and addictive: gamified.
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Yet application of gamification to broad aspects of life, for example, gamification
of wage labor pose a profound challenge to the contemporary society: it blurs the
line between the work and game (not work and play, as gold farmers), and implies
entertaining capacity of wage labor, by that negating the profound inequalities
between the labor and capital. While play and work should not be seen as a
fundamental dichotomy, the blend between game and work is problematic. In such
a scenario, the game does not serve as any liberating or disruptive activity, but
continues to reify and support the established hierarchies, diminishes the value
and meaning of labor, essentially serving as a rhetorical tool for neoliberal market.
(Wark, 2007)
While virtual worlds do not have sets of rules that motivate the residents to
overcome any challenges: no game-like components whatsoever, they nonetheless
share the imperial rhetoric of videogames, manifested in the law of code,
programmed system of filters, rules and regulations that facilitate or preclude
the activities of the residents. Moreover, this logic is being reinforced through the
veneer of user-generated content placed on top of this structure. As the residents
conform to the rules of virtual worlds, they also conform to the pervasive hyperindividualistic neoliberal rhetoric. The user-generated content layer rests on top of
rather immutable hyperrational system that enables this rhetoric.
The individuals, as they become a part of one or many virtual graphic environments,
experience them through design of personal identity and appropriation of the
virtual space, in the interplay between messy experiential social space and the
logics of code. Virtual graphic environments, whether they are graphic or purely
text-based are grounded in these who fundamental concepts intrinsic to human
condition: desire for an individual discrete identity and one’s own delineated
space: private property.
The most popular virtual world up to date, Second Life, that was launched back in
2003, is among virtual graphic environments that go farthest with user-generated
content. Users can buy and sell land, design the objects and effects with Second
Life’s 3D modeling and scripting tools and upload digital content produced with
third-party software, as well as stream video and audio. Second life also has its
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own currency, Linden Dollar, convertible in any other currency in the world. The
residents of Second Life make the decisions of how to organize and manage the
space, form social groups, design their identities and develop economic markets
from scratch, appropriate and use the space. The individuals in virtual worlds form
groups and collectives based on interest or hobby affiliations, business relationship
or friendships: not unlike in immediate world. The ideas of liberation from the
ordinary reality play along with virtual real estate speculation; wild pluralism of
ideas and individual self-expression goes hand in hand with the utopian ideas of an
unbridled society that consists of self-governing autonomous subjects.
Videogames and virtual worlds, even without a gameplay, enable certain behaviors
and spatial configurations while limiting others. Nick Dyer-Withefold situates
them as paradigmatic manifestations of twenty-first century hypercapitalism.
Reproduction of the market structure, property ownership system, class division
(the residents who can afford to buy virtual assets and those who cannot) simulation
of control of individual identity form of highly customizable avatar renders Second
Life residents to be subjects of capitalist order. Second Life is very much like the
first. (Dyer-Witheford et al, 2009)
The rhetoric of full control and ownership over the environment is encrusted into
every virtual world, and Second Life is just one example. Yet this rhetoric coincides
with the space of social and cultural connection. People come here to meet others,
to find friends and be in society. (Morningstar, Farmer 1990) But the protocols
of self-craft and space-craft in these environments do not correspond with these
needs. The mottos of the Linden Lab: the company behind Second Life, found in
their promo videos and website headers state: “Your world. Your imagination”,
“rule your world” express this rhetoric and attempt to entice new residents to
subscribe, driven with low threshold of production the world of one’s dreams.
(Second Life Official Web-site)
While virtual worlds are conventionally perceived as spaces that overcome the
borders of space, immediate identity and other limiting factors found in immediate
social spaces (Barrett, 2013), they do reinforce other borders through their rules
and protocols. These places have an unprecedented capacity to facilitate genuine
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“rule your world” express this rhetoric and attempt to entice new residents to
subscribe, driven with low threshold of production the world of one’s dreams.
(Second Life)
While virtual worlds are conventionally perceived as spaces that overcome the
borders of space, immediate identity and other limiting factors found in immediate
social spaces, they do reinforce other borders through their rules and protocols.
These places have an unprecedented capacity to facilitate genuine connections,
to experiment with identity and have collective experiences. This user-generated
social space is the space in between multiple individual selves, that allows for the
interaction and exchange between them. Yet the social space of virtual worlds is
an aggregated space of individually controlled private properties, resting on the
protocol system that facilitates them. People, who go there are driven by the desire
to control their identity and self, to be validated by others, to express themselves
while being exposed to others, but also to be in a safe environment for expression.
The interplay between the desire of expression and unconditional validation and
the safety of controlled social environment (you can ban anyone, you can literally
‘unsee’ using the embedded filters whoever you want) drives people to become a
part of these worlds.
In Second Life, as in other instances of online mediated spaces, there are no
protocols that would facilitate the space and self-craft that goes beyond neoliberal
capital rhetoric. Virtual worlds emphasize personal expression as a fundamental
basis of the human culture, and private property as the most valuable asset. Using
body and privately-owned space as fundamental expressive tools, people design
their individualities without any unifying them logic. Exacerbating individual
experience over collective, photo-filters allow to change the visible environment
through the individual client. Turning off and on different filters and layers, the
residents can create the most appealing to them image of the world, yet they are the
only ones who can experience it. Customizable individual worlds and worldviews,
quite literally. The only visible sameness that exists there is a render quality,
simulation of physics and collective agreement to self-governance.
On the one hand immutable mechanical systems, forcing the residents or players to
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inhabit certain ideology (Anthropy, 2012), on the other the structures for freedom,
enabling them to express and create new realities, virtual graphic environments
represent a peculiar space for rethinking design practice and methodology of
production of space across both mediated and immediate spaces. Virtual worlds
bear a tremendous potential for social experimentation, conception of alternative
social relationships, economies, inhabitable spaces. Yet they also are commercial
products, owned by private companies. The protocols that govern Second Life
are clearly manifested in its user-generated space, resulting in total absence of
shared and common spaces, fuzzy boundaries, alternative ownership systems and
experimental economies.

Disambiguation of terms and cultural conventions
Autor’s image
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VIRTUAL SELF-CRAFT
When you sign in most of online virtual graphic environments, you are granted
a body: an avatar. Most of times you can choose from several options, differing
in species, gender and visual identity. Depending on the basic narrative of the
environment, the users can choose avatars with different levels of human-ness,
or completely different species. If you want to be a cat, or a dog or a phoenix in
Second Life, you can. Perpetual construction and reconstruction of individual Self
in the context of virtual graphic environment allows to switch and change the rules
of social interaction: the body becomes an extremely malleable communication
tool and a setting for a certain activity and experience. A virtual body becomes an
insightful object to look at social constructs and norms, cultural frameworks and
legal conflicts. (Turkle, 1994)
In virtual graphic environment setting, the opportunity to test out a new identity
and enact it in a social space is unlimited. (Turkle, 1994) Yet the most prominent
avatars have standard human figures: tall, skinny and young: what we can refer to
as conventionally accepted ideal human bodies. Other popular type of avatars is
still anthropogenic creatures, but with small modifications, such as ‘angel’ wings
or cat ears and tales. Second Life residents can purchase a new body, a face and
other body parts from the in-world vendors: other residents who design and sell
the body parts in-world. Residents in Second Life can have multiple outfits and
even multiple avatars, which they can switch from one another at any time. Virtual
graphic environments with their relative anonymity allegedly overcome various
obstacles for the self-expression found in immediate reality of a given individual
and to a certain extent to traverse the boundaries of gender, age and background.
Yet the immediate identity, gender, age and background do significantly affect the
virtual identity formation. (Nakamura, 2008)
The idea of skin and a body in virtual context obtains a new critical dimension.
The quality of texture, the type of possible manipulations that can be done with
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the avatar’s body, how well clothes fit: if there are any glitches, overlaps and misfitting alpha masks: those are some of the attributes that can be read by the others.
It is easy to identify a newbie: they have only standard animation overrides, and
their avatar body language is very limited. Another kind of sensibility emerges
when you spend enough time in a virtual environment: you can read the lags, and
repetitiveness in animation, tiling textures and poor lighting, identify something
about other residents, based on the qualities of their skin and motion.
The cultures and attitudes of immediate world reinforce themselves in the
processes of identity construction, found in virtual worlds. Yet this process
is complicated by both the existing mass cultures and its interplay with more
intimately contextualized personal preference as well as by the self-craft protocols
imbedded within the structure of the virtual. In Second Life it is against Terms
of Service for multiple people to operate one account (thus have the same name
and avatar(s), social presence and identity). Social protocols render discrete
anthropocentric avatars as the most acceptable and therefore the most popular.
We prefer to pretend to be discrete humans, even in a rendered world.
What happens when we design an external self? If you could be anything in the
world, what would you like to be? For the residents in virtual worlds, the choice
of one’s avatar is limited by the decisions of developer companies, the theme of
the role-play or the software skills and financial possibilities of the users. As the
decisions over the choices of avatars are provided by the developer companies it
is crucial to understand the reasoning behind certain affordances and limitations
they embed. (Taylor, 2000) Certain number or choice of avatars, or the possibilities
to change the appearance is used as a tool to control the users and prevent certain
undesirable behaviors. (Taylor, 2000) The limited selection or avatars or limited
tools for their modification can be explained with the technical capacities or
with the design attitudes of the developer company: less options produce a more
coherent appearance, or it is simply easier to find someone who violated Terms of
Agreement if they cannot change how they look like. (Taylor, 2000)
Individual Identity cannot exist without a society, its context and culture (Lawler,
2016) Self-design can be perceived as the validation in the eyes of the other rather
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You can be anything: make a version of your immediate physical body,
or be an imaginary creature
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than a process of genuine self-acceptance. It is about responding through selfdesign to the expectation of the other. If Narcissus admires himself as an objective
reflection of the appearance given by nature, and therefore accessible to be seen
to everyone, he is rather obsessed with an external gaze than with himself. The
validation of appearance comes from the external other. (Groys, 2018)
The postmodern and posthumanist theory emphasizes the construction of a human
subject with the concepts fixed body-boundaries, through neoliberal self-made
ideology and juxtapositions of us and other or nature and culture. (Haraway 1984).
The mass use of malleable virtual space have unsettled this idea of discrete and
autonomous human subject, opening the possibility of externalized embodiment
and its manipulation towards post-humanist discourse emphasizing the plurality
of identities. The interplay between in-world resident (avatar, character) and the
identity of the human behind the screen is a further insightful example following
the same trajectory. However, there is a lack of conversation of sharing one
identity with multiple subjects: several people controlling one avatar, or one
person represented with multiple simultaneous ones.
The symbolism and representation reinforce the concept of discrete liberal human:
you are granted a finite body that is fully controlled only by you: there is no concept
of aging or external influence that can affect your avatar unconditionally. You have
a full ownership and control over how you look and move at any time. You can not
be disembodied in Second Life.
Taking selfies and photographs of your avatar and your friends is an important
part of social interaction in Second Life. There are several thematic communities
dedicated to Second Life photography, from landscape pictures to interior design,
to avatar portraits. Backgrounds for an avatar portrait or a thematic scene aimed
to evoke certain feelings and tell a story are designed specifically to take a picture
of, and as soon as this purpose is fulfilled, there is no need for the space. These
backgrounds in many ways become fundamental storytelling mechanism in the
production of identity for a discrete resident. Sometimes the residents make
a travelogue-blogs, somewhat similar to what can be seen now on Instragram
travelers’ accounts: the residents visit different spaces in Second Life, take selfies
there and post a short promotional story about the place.
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VIRTUAL SPACE-CRAFT
Hardware and software architecture define the affordances and limitations of space
and the social interaction within it, thus they define the politics of virtual worlds.
(Lessig, 2006) The code is the law of virtual graphic environments. As a humanmade construct, any law has certain value systems embedded within its logics, and
the same can be applied to the code. (Lessig, 2006) Both spaces and scripts of all
virtual worlds are intentional, as the underlying structure of software and hardware
that powers them and are designed to satisfy a set of complex parameters varying
from computing capacity, cost and benefit ratio, user preferences.
As if the Copernican revolution has never happened, the space of most virtual
worlds and videogames have a ground plane, yet no mythical creatures hold it
on their bodies, only the server grid and the software that powers the virtual 3d
simulation. A few exceptions, such as outer space based thematic multiplayer
online games such as Eve Online are designed as volumetric grids. Yet there are no
maps for the players disposal in this game: they use node-based representations
of clusters of planets and asteroids, where the dimensional systems and the spaces
as well as precise distances between the identified nodes are rendered irrelevant.
Grid Rules. Each virtual world and videogame environment are based on multiple
translating into each other systems. They share the basic logic of the information
division, management and processing through hardware infrastructure, graphic
technology and the design of the three-dimensional environment. Linden Lab, the
company which has built and runs Second Life provides for the users an empty
grid to be filled with the content: private houses, user-owned businesses, spaces of
leisure and play. It is a structural setting for exercise of the individual expressive
freedom, unencumbered with limitations of any rules and regulations, only with
the protocols of private property ownership and self-governance. The interplay
between the predetermined structure and expressive freedom of individual
residents is manifested in the artifacts and structures built on vast Second Life
geography.
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The protocols of the conditional structure of Second Life are manifested as
a cartesian spatial grid, that operates as a system of square-shaped units,
corresponding to server architecture and to the land ownership system within the
world. Defined by the grid, land of second life is potentially infinite. Each unit
of the grid: a square-shaped unit 256 by 256 meters has a dedicated server that
stores all content placed within the unit, referred to as a region. More regions:
more servers are being activated for the user-generated content.
The land of Second Life is equated to a grid, an empty structure or a framework,
inherited from the military strategy principle of “divide and rule” in land
management, structural urban elements, property rights and control. Following
the logic of efficiency and optimization that is the logical structure for the world:
if one server goes down, only one unit of the grid is out, while the rest is fully
functioning. Segregation of the content within the spatially dedicated structure
both in terms of information storage and spatial organization of the environment
nonetheless produces the visual image of spatial continuity. Discontiguous nongeography of Second Life is pretending to be contiguous.
The flat world of Second Life has a rectangular shape, with the edges as the
spatial limits. However, this is an illusion: not every single unit of the Second Life
grid actually exists in any form. Not every region is given a name and filled with
the content: some of them are empty and are represented as a sea. The water,
surrounding the continents and islands of the world is a non-space, a void, that
mimics the continuity of space in the rendered environment. It produces the
cohesion that allows the users to read and interpret the space, as well as reveals
the possibilities of future additive expansion. New patches of land replace the sea
if purchased with the users, or are replaced with the sea if the users abandon them.
Transforming an abstraction into a measurable and legible space requires the
virtual frontier to have a boundary, and an artificial management and measurement
system. The oldest and repeatedly the most effective strategy of conquering new
frontier, found in early planned cities, Roman Camps across European continent
and Northern Africa, bastides in France, Spanish Colonies across America, and
Great American Grid. Whose actors who impose control, demarcate unknown
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territories establishing territorial frontiers, so they can be appropriated, colonized,
owned and known. The virtual frontier is subdivided into a square grid before
any substance and experience comes to play: the grid comes first. The grid turns
void into a space that can be manipulated and operated. The grid is a series of
boundaries, that identify and delineate domains, programs, units and flows. Grid
produces the space, it makes the space to take its assigned coordinates. Anything
can be placed onto a grid, if it follows its spatial logic. Within one cell anything can
be possible. The grid turns the space into an operational and interactive tool.
Yet in virtual worlds, the grid is a precursor of any space, and any space is designed
in relationship to a preexisting grid. The grid in virtual worlds is a coordinate
system: it has a zero point: 0;0: and two axes that extend further to potential infinity
of the virtual environment. Everything is measured according the coordinates.
The grid is the only context for the further production of space, grid is a genius
loci. A preconceived virtual tabula rasa with no Easter eggs or any conditional
arbitrariness: natural resources and conditions that in fundamental ways organize
human habitats in immediate spaces.
The grid system produced a peculiar content distribution hierarchy in one of the
first three dimensional virtual worlds, called Active Worlds, which was slightly
larger than 400 square kilometers and represented a featureless flat plane: the
land, which could be claimed with the residents. The origin point placed at the
geometrical center of the plane served as a spawning area for the new coming
residents, and had the biggest digital foot-traffic within ActiveWorlds. This area
around the origin point was the most densely populated space, both in terms of
content and the active users. Moreover, the 10 by 10 meters grid, crisscrossing
the plane of Active Worlds behaved as a navigational system of private domain
addresses. Instead of walking with their avatars through the actual space of 400
square kilometers, the users would teleport between different domains using
coordinate system numbers as an address. It resulted in a very specific spatial
development of the world, where the most populated areas were located based off
the more appealing for the residents numbers of the coordinate system. Thus, the
parcels with the addresses such as (100,100) or (250,250) were the most popular,
and the plane ground developed as a star-like geometrical shape with horizontal,
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vertical and diagonal trajectories. (Dodge and Kitchin 2001)
In Second Life, the residents can choose any region they would like to purchase,
activate an empty region or choose to rent a smaller parcel in the existing region
which is operated with someone else. Linden Lab itself operates several large-scale
contiguous regions, conventionally referred to as Mainland, where the company
has established additional rules and regulations such as the maximum height of
the landscape. Yet more than a half of the Second Life population prefers to inhabit
areas, referred to as Private Islands. These are these square shaped discontiguous
regions, located at least one void away from each other. In the world with the
infinite land and relatively low-cost entry, that is a choice for the majority: to fully
control and curate the environment with no limitations imposed by social conflict,
political and aesthetic negotiation. These private islands are bound and coherent
immersive experiences, designed by an individual owner, without intrusion of any
external otherness.
Unlike the Second Life land, the land of one of the recently launched virtual
worlds, Decentraland, is scarce: its total area is 90000 square meters, and its
basic structural elements such as public plazas and roads are predesigned by the
company which runs the world. The space is designed as a city, called Genesis, and
it is a grid where each unit is 10 by 10 meters. This is simultaneously a smallest
parcel that can be purchased and a smallest spatial unit: all roads in Genesis City
are 10 meters in width, everything consists of the 10 by 10 meter squares. At first,
in Decentraland the land was sold to the users through the auction. The price
distribution patterns of the auction results reveal basic assumptions regarding the
land value that correlate with the patterns, found in immediate cities: the most
expensive parcels are located closer to central areas, adjacent to roads and in
proximity to the plazas.
In Second Life, while there is a determined minimum size of a parcel, there is
no limit on how much land you can buy. Many residents become large-scale
landowners and real estate developers: they buy, divide and design the land to lease
it to others for residential or commercial use. Virtual experiences, theme parks,
or spaces of historical significance, pastoral meadows and virgin beaches, snowy
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mountains and dark forests, thematic fairy-tale landscapes, or copies of popular
tourist attractions, such as Hollywood hills, London Mayfair, selected districts of
Tokyo or Venice have been built in Second Life, under the rule of the grid.
In Second Life, as in any three-dimensional modeling software or any simulation
of interactive spatial environment, (think of CAD programs, and any building
simulation games) there is another type of measurement grid that helps the
residents to arrange and assemble parts of their domains. In the building processes
the residents are using a measurement ruler-like aid that helps them to arrange
the artifacts in the space. Second Life has a basic set of spatial manipulation
tools, embedded in the diegetic 2-dimensional interface, overlaying the threedimensional world. These tools allow for basic modification of objects and their
position in space and allow for building basic ‘prims’: simple geometric volumes
such as cubes, spheres cones and others, apply textures on them. It is possible
to upload external textures, but they should have a square shape and be within
required size limit: everything works according to the grid.
MAP
GPS technology became mainstream about the same time as online virtual graphic
environments, and most of the videogames and virtual worlds have a map of the
world as one of the standard interface characteristics. Both types of mapping and
maps whether of the immediate or mediated spaces are about navigation and
reading of the environment. (Hetfeld, 2018)
Another genre of cryptogeography: the art of mapping alternative worlds: literary
maps serve as an enhancement of the territorial identity, turning a setting into a
character. (Lewis-Jones, 2018) These maps in many ways are aimed to tell a story
rather than to serve as navigational tools, and serve as artifacts that support and
enhance the story.
Maps as depictions and representations of territories can have various genres.
(Picon, 2003) Generally, we can divide them into two major types the ones which
speak and convey the meaning, embody and reinforce certain ideologies, and
the second type that serves as a means to navigate, control and manipulate the
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space. (Lewis-Jones, 2018) The maps of videogames and virtual worlds are the
hybrids between the two. For example, in the real-time strategy games (RTS) that
often involve acquisition of geographical space, maps play a fundamental role as a
way to construct the narrative and further the action and the acquisition of value
within the game. In most of real-time strategies, the axonometric view of the space
operates simultaneously as a map and as a view of the interactive space. The map
is the territory, as it goes beyond a representation: the map is the space. Thus, the
space is rationalized, instrumentalized and converted into a resource for large-scale
operations. This type of interactive cartography reduces the meaning of spatial
presence in the game and dilutes the spatial attributes of the virtual environment
into an operational interface, fully controlled by the player. (Pedercini, 2014),
(Allen, 2015)
In many games, the word map is used to describe the space. So, in Minecraft you
have to choose an existing or create your own map, and only after that you will
enter the map of your choice. The open-world sandbox game Minecraft can be
characterized as a neoliberal play—training as it effectively contributes to the
neoliberal worldview with its affordances of geographical expansion, resource
extraction and terraforming to be turned into a pleasurable challenge. (Dooghan,
2016) The slippery semantics of the word map, as it is used in the context of virtual
graphic environment does reinforce this rhetoric.
Second Life map is a real-time image of the world that mutated into a communication
tool used by the residents. It has no overlapping navigational grid or measurement
tools, there are no interactive layers, superimposed onto the space: everything is
interactive. The image of the world is taken at 700 meters above the ground level.
This is effective instrumentalized by the residents: they put the advertisement for
their stores, digital goods or real estate rentals above their property as colorful flat
planes with the text as a texture. The map becomes a message board that provides
an additional means for the residents to communicate through the space: it is
deliberately used by the residents as a media.
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Own&Control. Multiple real estate development companies have emerged within
the world of Second Life across these 16 years, developing and designing the
land into a variety of residential and commercial uses, renting out their spaces
to the residents. In 2006, one of the Second Life real estate tycoons Anshee
Chung was featured on the cover of Business week magazine and titles as a first
‘virtual millionaire’. She made more than 1 million USD within a two years of real
estate business and brokerage in Second Life. Driven by relatively low costs of
expansion to a virtual frontier, many corporate businesses, such as Sony, Nissan,
Amazon, Adidas and Reebok, American Apparel and Starwood Hotels built their
headquarters and retail spots in Second Life. The universities, including Stanford,
Harvard and University of Edinburg had established virtual campuses and run
educational experiments in Second Life. Since the early years of Second Life the
initial frenzy died down, many of these known worldwide names are long gone
from virtual landscapes. Mass media, such as BBC, Business week, MTV entered
Second Life and broadcasted news from the emerging virtual frontier. (Boellstorff,
2010)
This virtual Disney land on steroids, on the other hand, has been abandoned by the
big businesses and media after the stratospheric growth of the world slowed down.
(Ludlow and Wallace, 2014) Yet the residents stayed: the population of the world
was relatively stable within last several years, and is around 800 thousand active
users. (James Au)
There is no big difference between the urban development of mediated and
immediate environments, between what we can see in Second Life and generic
urban development across the planet. Peculiarly replicating contemporary mass
culture and ideology, manifested in urban form of infinite sprawl of islands of
private land, shopping malls, fake engineered natures, leisure landscapes and
manicured suburban developments, it is an epitome manifestation of culture in
which the main values are private property, individual expression and transactional
relationship.
The space in Second Life is produced as a compromise between processing and
memory capacity of the server grid and personal computers of the residents: the
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obvious spatial limitations that are consequences of that are the height of the
property: which is 4096 meters, and the total number of polygons each private
parcel can hold, process and display. There are no planning regulations, building
codes or other centralized means of governance beyond the borders of a private
domain. Every resident has a right to exercise their expressive freedom, so there
are replicas of Manhattan towers, modernist residential buildings, medieval castles
and gingerbread houses proudly aligned on one street, generating a landscape of
expressive hysteria. Spaces of Second Life become an individual expressive outlet
for the people who do not share anything common: dispersed around the globe,
with different cultural and economic backgrounds, they collectively design its
virtual environment.
There is no conflict and no negotiation, as in Rem Kolhaass’s city of the captive globe
different elements of this crazy plurality do not mutually exclude each other nor
they compete. (Koolhaas, 1994). The whole is comprised of identical in footprint
yet radically diverse in ideology, desire, expression artifacts: worlds within a world
(within a world). Space is a commodity as well as the symbols encrusted in it,
under the rule of the grid and the law of code. The delineated domains in Second
Life have no semantic or social connections.
Sprawling on the server grid, the number of the private islands in Second Life is
almost infinite, and most of them represent getaways, resorts, sublime landscapes
of virgin beaches and tropical islands, fantasy-castles surrounded by mountains and
forests or a manicured high-end suburbia. Such resort, refuge, escape spaces prevail
among the other typologies in Second Life: the embodied image of the cultural
ideal, spaces that had never had a precedent in immediate environment, but only
as images or as imagination. Scripted birds appear with repetitive intervals, as well
as the ocean waves. The palms intersect each other, and the texture of sand is very
stable regardless of the wind. Yet these digital imperfections become important
because they produce an alternative space, that operates in mediated space yet
reproduces some of the signals and artifact of the immediate environments. These
lags and imperfections become their own natures, codified and accepted: this is
not a so unreachable immediate paradise, nor an imaginary world. It is its own
reality, where any experience is possible, yet it comes with its own limitations.
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Array of deterritorialized skyboxes: confined utopias in the sky
Author’s screenshot
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In mainland regions, where each adjacent parcel is owned by an individual resident,
the streetscape is less coherent, since everyone designs their own private utopias
on the shared land. The border lines between the utopias on the Mainland are
quite evident.
The desire to design a perfect Self is expressed in a territorial scale of Second Life.
Most prominent type of property besides private residential is retail: avatar skins
stores, bodies, hairstyles, clothes and accessories. It is also the most profitable
market in Second Life: digital craftsmen sell their goods on virtual shelves.
The only zoning rules that exist in Second Life are based on the content
moderation: there are general, moderate and adult-rated regions. Adoption of
content moderation filter system found in internet-based media, Second Life
produces spatial disparity: so, adult island on the map is the farthest from anything
else. Virtual landscapes of Second Life often don’t have any public road or path
infrastructure, with mainland having somewhat rudimentary roads in some places
between different privately-owned estates. These roads often don’t go anywhere:
they suddenly abrupt in front of someone’s property. Some of the developer-driven
large-scale regions represent consistently hyperreal replicas of the typical (sub)
urban development: with asphalt textured roads, rectangular city grids, bollards,
billboards, police stations and other urban elements those goal is to produce a
certain setting and experience rather than to have an actual use within a virtual
setting.
Regardless the absence of any significant negotiation practices between the
neighbors, the adjacency to the certain cells that have a certain program attributes,
can increase or decrease the economic and experiential value of the space. It is a
common-sense logic: the mainland parcels which are close to the water are more
expensive, and a parcel in the neighborhood with unappealing and haphazard
buildings is cheaper. However, that seems to be the only contextual connection
everyone has: nothing ever bleeds into each other, unless the neighbors want to
join their parcels. There are no tools or protocols that would stimulate sharing land
and collective, less conditional design practices.
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The skybox exemplifies the ways the rhetoric of individual control over space
manifests itself in Second Life. If you want to have a total privacy, a skybox is the
thing to build, buy or rent. These anonymous massive-scale boxes with no details
are everywhere in Second Life. They can be as big as the land parcel is. These boxes
often have no indication what is inside them, or don’t have any representation or
hint for an entrance. Detached from their virtual contexts quite literally, as they
often are distributed as an array in the sky above the ground, these anonymous
volumes contain fully secluded private utopias.
On the back face of the skybox’s surface there is always a texture: a landscape and
a sky. Skybox produces an alternative enclosed reality within the virtual landscape.
Here every window view is the back-face texture, and there is no connection with
anything behind the walls. The skybox questions the relevance of any surrounded
context whatsoever.
The skybox is a manifestation of completely de-territorialized commodified space.
Often real estate developers take advantage over this form. When you purchase
land in Second Life, you purchase a volume of space which is an extrusion of the
shape of your parcel up to 4096 meters in the air. The developers make an array of
skyboxes, as many as fits on the property in terms of polygon limitations, and rent
them out.
It is always now in Second Life. Digital content never decays, falls apart, ruins.
Outdated scripts or meshes disappear from the perpetually updating world.
Incompatibility between the previous and present removes the old versions from
the sight. Same happens if you stop paying monthly subscription fees. There is no
history: everything that is there is being perpetually changed and updated, and the
spaces that are left behind disappear. Everything is operational, rationalized and
embedded within a rational, profit driven logic.
If a resident deletes her account, all content she has placed on her land is removed,
and the land is abandoned. Later, the land is being sold on Second life auction.
In Second Life, you can’t lose anything: the objects that belong to you will be
automatically sent to your inventory if you leave them somewhere outside of your
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own land. It is impossible to steal anything, unless you share the rights to copy
your property with others. Unless you uncheck the box on the menu.
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The landscapes of Desire
Author’s screenshot
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Virtual Commodity selling spot
Author’s screenshot
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TOWARDS ALTERNATIVE
PROTOCOLS OF THE
VIRTUAL
The internet-borne spaces, and virtual worlds are not an exception to that, are
conventionally claimed to be spaces that traverse boundaries between people:
the boundaries of age, geography, background. Yet these spaces reinforce other
boundaries and cultural attitudes that shape them: through the code and threedimensional space, affordances and limitations for the players or residents,
through the Terms of Service.
The construction of an individual persona and a private domain is a fundamental
logic of the production of Self and the space in Second Life. Private ownership
and individual control over the space and the rhetoric of self-governance produces
certain design patterns that further participate in and reinforce user motivations,
preferences and attitudes. These patterns are manifested in the design of private
residences to the design of retail spaces, market fairs, resorts and islands of
Second Life. There are no spaces of transition from one spatial identity to another,
neither aesthetical nor effective: there is always a sharp line of individual property
boundary between the two plots of land, and seemingly no need or request from
the residents to have these transitory spaces. This very condition questions the
legitimacy of a continuous, spatial world, where different domains and spaces are
visible to each other and located in the measurable proximity.
Recent criticism of open-world videogames challenges their spatial scale: the
masculine idea of conquering land, identifying it through the legible landmarks
is being questioned. If spaces are legible, who would be able to reach them first,
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expand the domain, eradicate the enemy within the fictional world? Can we
introduce different rhetoric through alternative modes of design and legibility, new
topologies and typologies of space that would enact different, alternative rhetoric?
The infinity of Second Life further reinforces the lack of negotiation as a political
instrument that affects the environment and shapes the society. Instead of
collaboration and/or conflict with the other, the residents enclose their private
refuges through the variety of embedded filter systems or distance themselves
from undesirable spaces. That results in the landscape of skyboxes and dispersed
private islands, residences elevated high above the ground. The spaces in-between
private domains are rendered as irrelevant and meaningless, or they simply do not
exist altogether. Moreover, the residents can move instantly to any point on the
map: to teleport anywhere they want anytime (if the owners of the given parcel
have allowed the visitors to teleport on their domain). That further exacerbates the
dispersal and disintegration and questions the need for geography.
It seems that Second Life attempts to be both: a geographical destination that can
be explored by navigating an avatar across different regions and a hyperlinked
network of disconnected spaces that the residents can instantly move in-between.
The system aims to be efficient and smooth for everyone, providing geography
where it is needed and disrupting it when it is irrelevant.
Residents of Second Life collectively produce the interactive contexts where their
identities are situated. Yet the contextual aspect of identity formation is missing
from the highly selected and curated journey through Second Life: as you move
through the series of hyperlinks (using teleportation), you de-facto remove yourself
from the possibility of the unexpected social interaction, conflict, negotiation. As
you design your avatar, it is always a matter of personal choice, not confined with
the community, heritage or spatial location. De-territorialized, de-communalized
identity is fully constructed and switched at any whim. As you design your own
confined environment you live in your own confined hallucination without a
possibility to expand, mutate, translate it into something else. Yet neoliberal
techno-utopia of infinite individual freedom is confronted by the continuous
geography: the disparities are clear when you go out of the skybox, when you look
at the edge.
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There is a quality to continuous space that still manifests it as relevant in a virtual
setting: the persistence of the environment and the ability to situate others in
a certain context, the component of exploration and running into unexpected
interactions, with both people and places. The residents of virtual worlds choose
them over social media for certain reasons: to be present among others, to meet,
to collaborate, to express ourselves to others, to share experiences and to explore
places.
In ancient Greece the sharp distinction between the private and the public was
manifested by the polis and the home. While the private was a place for the
biological, natural, characterized with extreme hierarchy and inequality, the public
was the place for personal freedom, equality and no violence. While the private was
the secretive and hidden, the public was meant to be exposed. The public was the
common, even if in a twisted manner, exposed for a privileged gender and status: it
is seen and perceived by everyone, and it is a space that assembles the participants
together. In other words, the common is a clear and readable structure that
seamlessly assembles people to perform political action. (Arendt, 1958). Within
Second Life, the visible and the hidden from the external sight, and the open and
locked do not overlap, and the affordances of the public, the private and the social
are conflated and undistinguishable within the procedural logic of the virtual.
The public, the private and the social have merged and have been unevenly
distributing and overlapping with the rise of nation-states, development of
media and technology, globalization. As these notions enter the realm of online
mediated environments, they continuously mutate and redefine their realms.
While some of the domains in Second Life are being exposed to be seen by others,
some are bordered by boxes, so no one can see what is inside. Other domains are
visible, but often fenced (firewalled) off according to the property lines: and no
one, unless identified by the owner, can trespass them. On the other hand, the
avatar appearance is ultimately exposed, and arguably the identity of the resident
is fully revealed by it. However, that does not have a sense of public revelation
and disclosure, but rather an internal revelation, that is lived by the disclosing
individual. That is a revelation of the identity which may be suppressed by any
number of external constraints, coming from other worlds.
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While the urban spaces consisting of the privately owned and fully controlled
parcels may have the features of hidden personalized environments or are playfully
decorated with symbols designating public spaces to be used by others, the careful
avatar identity construction is aimed to be exposed and speak to others and be in
spatial and interactive communication with others. The body is also a main actor,
navigational instrument and signifier of presence: every action that is made by
an avatar in presence of others is a real action, confirmed by other as a witness to
it. The slippery notion of border in virtual graphic environment is conflating the
systems from immediate and mediated spaces: the property lines, the skyboxes
and the firewalls situated in one space produce the highly bounded and delineated
landscape of discrete intranets or microworlds with their resident-owners as fully
controlling them agents.
I call for reconsideration of the tools and rhetoric imbedded within virtual
worlds and propose alternative rules that can govern the emergence of space
and identity. While the delineation of space is necessary for its comprehension,
the system of land ownership is needed to foster identification with places and
align responsibilities, some filters are necessary for the curation of space, yet all
of them can be malleable, transitory and in a state or visible perpetual flux. The
borders should not be procedural or immutable, under control of an individual
entity with no external tools to influence them. We may need spatial distinctions
to comprehend the space, but we don’t need to make these distinctions completely
impermeable and unresponsive to what is beyond the lines and other signifiers
representing the difference. How to preserve distinction yet make the boundaries
fuzzy, permeable, porous? How to rearrange the geography and amplify it with
hyperlinks?
I call for design of overlaps, overlays, superimpositions, designated blurs,
stitches, transitory in-betweens. These can be programmatic, based on the shared
ownership and shared governance, time-based but also emergent, unexpected.
Overlay can show how we can build the system of interdependencies based on
measured proximity or relevance. Sharing the space with others, we dilute the false
and perceived finitude of individual identity and neoliberal subject and open for
the craft of shared identities. Sharing the identity with others we open new ways to
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perceive the space and allow for alternative spatial designs.
In order to test the limits of Second Life and imagine the alternative protocols,
I designed a framework of rules, that imitate the alternative logic of code and
deployed them in a form of spatial design and negotiation social experience on
my land in Second Life. Through the series of playtests across different media:
as a pan-and-paper game, boardgame, a game in one of the three-dimensional
modeling software and finally in Second Life I have been modifying, testing and
experimenting with the framework. Below are the key components and crucial
topics under consideration, and some of those are a part of the final iteration of
the experiment.
The aim of the experiment is to unsettle the conventional logic of how we perceive
the space, the logic of control and governance of self and what is one’s own. Can
the fuzzy boundaries exist in the constructed gridded quantified environment?
What are the protocols that could enable that? What design can emerge through
the rules enabling certain social interaction?
While the limits, governance, curation and gaze over the geography and bodies
moving through it are controlled by discrete entities enabled by embedded
algorithmic protocols of the virtual, this is the call to reimagine the social and
spatial protocols that enable the law of code. It is an experiment for gradually
shifting dynamics: users are the entities that shape the ways land is being cut
through and used, and the emerging spatial context determines the next moves.
This is a proposal for a system, in which both social and algorithmic protocols
emerge simultaneously and express themselves in the space.
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EMERGENT
GEOGRAPHY:
This is an attempt to design an emergent spatial system, in which every action and
spatial condition, produced by this action affects everyone and produces a system
of interdependencies, rather than discrete unrelated components. It does not start
with an infinite geographical possibility, but situated within a limited territoriality.
No need for discontinuous contiguous geography: it expands if certain amount of
interdependencies is being produced: it expands in almost arbitrary manner, or if
the total volume of shared space supersedes the individually owned property.
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EASTER EGGS:
The geography is a system that lives on its own, sometimes it responds to the players’
actions, sometimes it does not. That reduces the ability of total control. In Second
Life, there is no underground space, no existing complex geographical features
or natural resources: only infinite potential to design within the limited content
volume according to server capacity. If there are too many things it stops properly
functioning. What if a new protocol would simulate the resources to be discovered
and geography to be appropriated? Would not it simulate the immediate world?
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DESIGN FOR
CONFLICT:
Any game is an overcoming of unnecessary obstacles (Suits 2005). Social games
can provide an experience of collaborative overcoming of obstacles: the narrative
aspects, artifacts and emerging interactive systems within the game that should
be defeated in collaboration with others. In competitive games, the other players
are the additional obstacles: they are the competitors that should be won over. In
the games with shifting mechanics, so called semi-cooperative games the players
simultaneously compete and collaborate based on the context of the gameplay. The
conflict is seen as a necessary driver for the development of the game narrative and
for the intensification of the social interaction. While the experience of Second Life
is excessively smooth or isolated, designing for conflict can foster public discourse
and necessitate the ideation for change.
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It is an experiment for gradually shifting dynamics: users are the entities that
shape the ways land is being cut through and used, and the emerging spatial
context determines the next moves. The conflict emerges because of the system of
incentives and rules. Each participant is given identical volume of property: as a
resource to be located in the space. Yet they have to divide it into three parts and
cannot place their properties close to each other. Everyone cannot place it all into
the space. If something does not fit, it goes away.
My experiment combines both the conflict and collaboration: it is a game with
gradually shifting dynamics, starting as an explicitly competitive experience it
slowly introduces new elements into the gameplay and evolves into a collaboration.
Emerging from conflict and spatial characteristics of the claimed territories the
collaboration works as an ultimate design tool.
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STITCHING:
To stitch is not to conquer or appropriate, claim: it is to craft and to connect. Most
of the online mediated spaces are vast, legible, permeable and conquerable, and
none of these discrete patches can be stitched. Even if adjacent, the private parcels
of Second Life have no connection, other than digital location. If you live in front of
someone’s house, it does not mean that you can cross through their yard, especially
if it is firewalled. What protocols can allow for stitching the patches, and to poke
holes in the firewalls? The design of protocols that facilitate shared ownership and
use can expand the vocabulary and stitch the walled realities.
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EXCHANGE:
The exchange of the artifacts can shift the dynamics of the space and enable
alternative configurations. The residents have to establish and determine the values
of different tokens through the negotiation and as it reflects the given dynamics of
the experiment.
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CONCLUSION AND
FUTURE RESEARCH
Spaces of virtual worlds emerge through time through the user-generated
content. In virtual worlds, for a fee, you can build and manifest values and ideas
in a spatial, visible and experienceable with others form. Virtual worlds are the
social spaces that combine the protocols of social media and urban space. They
have the potential to be places for social experimentation, political activism and
alternative social arrangement, yet simultaneously they are commercial products,
designed for profit; computational systems and algorithmic models that enable or
preclude certain attitudes and behaviors. They are immersive social spaces, where
individuals exercise their power or right to control and curate what is their own:
the body and the space.
Second Life, one of the most popular user-generated virtual worlds, consists of
discrete privately-owned islands and arrays of private skyboxes in the air. Second
Life is infinite. There are no signs of alternative modes of living rather than being a
lord of your own domain and in control of your own body. This rhetoric is dangerous
as it follows the immutable logic of code.
Imagining the alternative protocols and frameworks of interaction between
different actors involved in the production of space, I propose alternative scenarios
for collaborative and interactive design practices, that facilitate negotiation, create
social ties and associations that directly feed into the ways the space is being
formed. As a design and a social experiment, this proposal allows to re-stitch and
reimagine from scratch the most basic protocols that govern humans and produce
a new interactive medium that challenges them. The geography that emerges
through conflict and negotiation: inevitable interaction between different actors:
and the shared spaces that supersede the individually owned spaces produces the
alternative mode of understanding the process of the environmental design and
its rules and regulations. Examining Second Life as a discursive object and also
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a site for the intervention, my work situates it as a quintessential manifestation
of hypercapitalist rhetoric yet as a place with unbound disruptive potential that
can produce new realities and ideologies. Through the experimentation with
alternative protocols that facilitate a new type of interaction and spatial emergence
in a virtual setting, design professionals can imagine alternative ways of practice
and narratives of the world. Without the rigidity and unnecessary complexity of
immediate spaces, crisscrossed with laws, rules and regulations that often preclude
the ability to see beyond them, virtual worlds can facilitate multiplicity of identities,
to be a media that conveys meaning and to be a place to inhabit, that can affect the
society at large and to potentially translate itself beyond the virtual.
This research and proposal rather open the gate for the new investigations than
posits a definite answer to the challenges posed with the rapidly and relentlessly
expanding virtual graphic environments. The protocol design and the interplay
between the conditional, or perceived as such, settings and the society, as
manifested in constructed virtual environments displays a new dimension and
direction of design practice and alternative way to think of the world. Changing
the protocols, we change the social space. Through the experimentation with
alternative protocols that facilitate a new type of interaction and spatial emergence
in a virtual setting, we can imagine alternative ways of practice. As the direction of
the future research I see the possibility to design an independent from Second Life
virtual environment which would embrace the protocols I proposed and continue
the experimentation with and within the medium in order to weave alternative
narratives for social space.
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